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Anomalous  melting  transitions  are  observed  on dimethyl  dioctadecyl  ammonium  bromide  (DODAB)  using
eywords:
iquid calorimetry
ODAB phase transition
rotein calorimetry

a  fast-scanning  liquid  calorimeter.  A  single  transition  is  observed  at low  scan  rates  (1  K/min)  while  up
to four  peaks  are  evident  at high  scan  rates  (60  K/min).  These  deconvoluted  transitions  are  signatures  of
the  basic  properties  of  the  transition  kinetic  landscape  which  are  convoluted  into  a  single  peak  at  low
scanning  rates.  The  technique  is also  applied  to  the  proteins  Rnase  A,  Lysozyme  and  Cytochrome  P450.
The calorimeter  is  a glass  capillary  uniformly  coated  with  Ag,  which  acts  both  as  the  heating  element  and

resistive thermometer.

. Introduction

The core material physics of biological systems such as protein
olding are often buried by the nature of the measurement method.
heoretical models have predicted multiple intermediate states in
he unfolding process [1].  The path of the overall transition follows

 kinetic landscape involving many steps – each step kinetically
riven by their own time constant and activation energy. Com-
uter simulations of Lysozyme unfolding show that the different
econdary structures unfold at different times [2]. The unfolding
f Cytochrome P450 has also been proposed to occur with at least
hree intermediate states [3].

However, measurements of these interesting but buried phe-
omena have yet to be realized. Therefore, it is useful to probe these
aterials using a fast scanning method which has access to a broad

ange of measurement time-scales. This may  provide a gateway to
econvolute the basic steps of the transition process.

Thermal analysis has been a useful method in characterizing and
niquely labeling biological systems (i.e. determining the enthalpy,
m, and temperature of the transition, Tm). However, current liquid
alorimetry methods have limited utility in probing the multistep
rocesses since the scanning rate of most conventional systems is
oo slow – 1 K/min. Recently, progress has been made in develop-
ng devices with low sample volume but little has been reported

egarding expanding the range of scanning rates [4–10].

In recent years adiabatic MEMS-based fast scanning
anocalorimeters with picojoule sensitivity have been devel-
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oped [11–13] and applied to various material systems including
“magic” number studies in metal nanoparticles [14,15],  polymer
thin films [16], and self assembled alkanethiol lamella [17].
Recently, we have been able to measure the melting transition for
a single layer alkanethiolate lamellar crystal synthesized on our
nanocalorimetry sensor using gas phase methods [18]. However,
the application of this method is limited to the thin film samples
that are stable in vacuum. This method is not applicable to most
biological systems of interest (denaturation of biological macro-
molecules like proteins and DNA, vesicle formation of lipids, and
binding of small molecules to enzymes) since these materials are
usually in the form of dilute aqueous (liquid) solutions. Conven-
tional calorimeters which are now commercially available have
heating rates of several hundred of K/min and can be used to study
organic systems. However, these systems are not typically applied
to liquid solutions. Specialized liquid calorimeters are commer-
cially available but require relatively large amounts of samples
and perform at slow heating rates. For example, the MicrocalTM

Cap-DSC system has a cell volume of 130 �L and achieves a heating
rate only up to 4 K/min.

In this paper, we present a capillary-based liquid calorimeter
with fast heating rate. It features a calorimetric cell with 30 ± 2 �L
sample volume. High scanning rates are limited only by the radial
temperature gradient in the capillary-enclosed sample. Only inert
glass surface is in contact with the sample during the test. The work-
ing element of the tool – metalized glass capillary – can be made
by a simple one-step metallization procedure.
We investigate the phase transitions of a model system dimethyl
dioctadecyl ammonium bromide (DODAB) and proteins such as
Rnase A, Lysozyme and Cytochrome P450. At low scan rates the
thermal transitions of all of the material are consistent with those
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic and cross-sectional profile of the capillary calorimeter cell.
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mall silver wires are used to connect the thin film heater to the 4-point probe
esistance meter. (b) Circuit diagram of the calorimeter. R2 is composed of VishayTM

esistors with low temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR).

btained with slow scanning rates using conventional calorimeters.
alues of Tm and Hm match those posted in the literature using con-
entional calorimeters such as MicrocalTM system which is used in
his study as the standard measurement technique.

. Experimental

.1. Liquid calorimeter device fabrication and operation

The liquid calorimeter device consists of a glass capillary uni-
ormly coated with Ag as shown in Fig. 1. In detail, the calorimeter
s made of borosilicate-glass capillary with an inner diameter of
.90 mm,  wall thickness of 0.25 mm and length of 10 mm as shown

n Fig. 1(a). A 100 nm thin film of silver with 10 nm chromium
dhesion layer is deposited on the surface of a 50 mm segment via
hermal evaporation. A uniform thickness is achieved by rotating
he capillary during evaporation. The Ag thin film serves both as

 heater and as an RTD thermometer. Stable electric characteris-
ics of the coatings are achieved by annealing them in vacuum of
10−7 Torr at 200 ◦C for 12 h followed by burn-in in the typical
xperimental conditions for several heating cycles. Custom-made
iquid feedthrough to the vacuum chamber allows external injec-
ion of a liquid sample using a syringe pump. The open ends of the
apillary are connected to the feedthrough via PTFE and polyolefin

eat-shrink tubes.

The Ag coating is patterned with four pads that are in mechan-
cal contact with 25 �m diameter silver wires for 4-point probe
esistance measurements. The circuit diagram of the measurement
ica Acta 522 (2011) 72– 76 73

set-up is shown in Fig. 1(b). DC power supply (HP 3632 A) voltage
is fixed to 30 V. The current limiting resistor R1 is the combina-
tion of low TCR metal foil resistors (Vishay Inc.) and determines
the heating rate. The resistance of R1 is varied from 100 to 300 �
which corresponds to the heating rate from 60 to 6 ◦C/min. The
current through the cell I is calculated from the voltage drop across
a 5 � resistor, R2. The voltage drop across the cell V is measured
using a high precision digital voltmeter (HP 3458). The cell resis-
tance, R = V/I (typical values are around 5 �), is used to calculate the
temperature of the cell via the temperature-resistance calibration
curve obtained beforehand for each cell. A class A Pt RTD (Omega
Inc.) is used as the temperature reference during the calibration.

The temperature uniformity of the device during operation is
expected to be very excellent at the heating rates used in the
experiment. The degree of temperature uniformity is limited by
the radial temperature gradient in the capillary-enclosed sample
which is controlled in part by the low thermal conductivity of
water. The maximum temperature gradient is between the solution
at the center of the capillary and the thin film heater. Thus, uni-
form temperature is achieved by the designing the capillary with
a small diameter. In our case, the thermal time constant (�th) cal-
culated using the diffusion equation for this system is negligibly
small (�th � 1 s) with the maximum temperature variation of only
�T ∼ 0.3 K at 40 K/min heating rate.

Measurements of the sealed capillary are performed in vacuum
of 10−3 to 10−7. The calorimeter operates typically in the range of
20–80 ◦C with a temperature resolution of 0.1 ◦C. This resolution
is maintained at the higher scan rates by increasing the reading
rate from 36 readings/min for slow scans to 720 readings/min for
fast scans. The heat capacity of the calorimetric cell is calculated as
follows:

Cp = dU

dt
= power × � time

�T
= I  × V × � time

�T
(1)

The Cp of the sample is determined from the difference between the
Cp of the solution and the Cp of the solvent. The Cp of the solvent is
approximated as a fourth order polynomial fit to the plot of Cp as a
function of temperature. Correction for heat loss is also accounted
in this baseline subtraction.

2.2. Sample preparation

Four aqueous solutions of different biological materials are used
in this study. DODAB is a model organic system which forms large
polydispersed vesicles that mimic  the membrane which consti-
tute the walls of biological cells [19]. A solution in deionized water
(18.2 M�  cm resistivity at 25 ◦C) is heated up to 60 ◦C for 30 min
with constant vigorous stirring following the reported preparation
method for vesicle formation [20]. The Rnase A from bovine pan-
creas and Lysozyme from chicken egg white were purchased from
Sigma and used without further purification. Solutions are prepared
using 40 mM glycine/HCl buffer at pH 2.5 as solvent and filtered
with a 0.22 um syringe filter prior to use. Cytochrome P450 is a
heme-cofactor containing enzyme which is involved in the synthe-
sis and reactions of lipids and steroids and the first line of defense
against drugs and xenobiotics [21]. It is dissolved in 0.1 mM  phos-
phate buffer at pH 7.4 and dialyzed prior to use.

3. Results and discussion

Calorimetry results using scan rates of ∼10 K/min for DODAB
are shown in Fig. 2. The heat capacity (Cp) data for a 3 mM solu-

tion of DODAB averaged over 65 samples is shown in Fig. 2a. As
expected the main phase transition is detected at Tm = 45 ◦C and
attributed to the transition from an ordered gel phase to a liquid
crystalline phase [22]. A smaller peak at 37 ◦C is attributed to a sub-
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Fig. 2. (a) Heat capacity of an aqueous solution of DODAB with phase transition at
45 ◦C and a smaller pre-transition peak at 37 ◦C. (b) Plot of the heat applied to the
system for 3 different DODAB concentrations (1 mM,  2 mM and 3 mM).  The plot for
the  pure solvent (water) is plotted for comparison. Plots have been offset on the
vertical scale for clarity. (c) Heat of transition of DODAB as a function of concentra-
tion showing a good linear trend. The transition temperature is also plotted showing
c
c

g
u
s
�
(
F
t
o

Fig. 3. (a) Heat capacity plot for Rnase A with a total sample size of 66 nmol in the
onsistent results on different samples. Data at 400 nmol is from a Microcal Cap-DSC
alorimeter.

el pre-transition [23]. These results are the same as those obtained
sing conventional liquid calorimeters operating at their maximum
can rate of 4 K/min. The measured values of the heat of transition
Hm = 42 kJ/mol and Tm are consistent with the reported values

Tm = 42–45 ◦C and �Hm = 40–50 kJ/mol) [19,22,23].  As shown in

ig. 2c, the value of Hm (mJ) scales directly with molar concentra-
ion of DODAB while Tm is independent of molar concentration
ver the range of concentration investigated.
capillary cell. (b) Plot for 89 nmol of Lysozyme. (c) Cp plot for 8 nmol of Cytochrome
P450. Broad peak transitions are consistent with protein unfolding behavior.

Fig. 3 shows the heat capacity plots for the three protein test
systems averaged over 10 samples. The plots show a very broad
transition peak associated with the unfolding of the protein struc-
ture. Table 1 shows a good agreement between our device and the
industry standard MicrocalTM VP-DSC. These calorimetry data of

DODAB and proteins indicate that at slow rates our 30 �L calorime-
ter gives results which are the same as conventional systems even
though the volume of solution is much lower.
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Table  1
Results comparison with MicrocalTM VP-DSC.

Test system Tm (◦C) �H  (kJ/mol)

This work Microcal This work Microcal

Dodab 45 45 42 42
Rnase A 56 56 310 342

a
A
c
t
fi
d
a
t
t
i
v
i

F
m
p
m
p

Lysozyme 65 66 525 510
Cytochrome P450 50 48 1000 970

A key new finding is that when the calorimetry analysis is done
t high scan rates – multiple transitions are observed (DODAB).
s shown in Fig. 4a, the nature of the transition for DODAB
hanges progressively from a single transition to multiple transi-
ions (peaks) as the scan rate increases. We  used the multiple-peak
tting model in the OriginTM data analysis software for peak
econvolution into 4 separate peaks as shown in Fig. 4b. The over-
ll transition at 40 K/min separates into 4 different peaks with
he onset and maxima for each separated by ∼1 K. Note that
he transition does not just broaden as would be expected from

nstrumentation effects (e.g. thermal lags) but the transition decon-
olutes into distinctly separate processes at high rates. The total
ntegrated transition enthalpy is approximately the same for both

ig. 4. (a) Heat capacity plot of 3 mM DODAB at different heating rates. Anomalous
ultiple peaks at the phase transition are observed at high heating rate. Only a single

eak is present at slow heating rates using Microcal VP-DSC and our system. (b) The
ultiple peaks can be deconvoluted into four peaks using the multiple-peak fitting

rogram in OriginTM.
ica Acta 522 (2011) 72– 76 75

single (low scan rate) and multiple (high scan rate) transitions. We
do not attribute this effect to instrumentation artifacts (e.g. temper-
ature, resolution, thermal uniformity) as evidenced by the subgel
transition (37 ◦C) which remains relatively invariant to scan rate.

We suggest that the overall transition of DODAB is actually com-
prised of multiple (at least 4) transitions that occur at all scan
rates. At low scan rates, only a single peak is observed due to the
inherent broadness of the transitions themselves. Even when using
the MicrocalTM VP-DSC system with a temperature resolution of
0.5 ◦C, only a single peak (FWHM ∼ 1.4 ◦C) is observed. However at
high scan rates the kinetic attributes of each individual process are
sufficiently different so as to allow just enough time/temperature
separation for the transitions to be resolved. Experiments of the
protein samples have not yet been done at these high rates.

To our knowledge, this effect of peak separation has not been
reported to date. We  offer two  possible models for the effect. The
first is based on the presence of multiple domains/regions in the
typical single-bilayer vesicle, whereas the second model suggests
that the sample consists of vesicles with four different wall thick-
nesses (1-bilayer to 4-bilayers).

The first idea is that the melting transition may not occur in a
single step due to distinct domains present in the bilayer structure.
Recent studies on the liquid crystal to coagel phase transformation
of DODAB show a non-synchronous behavior between the tail and
head groups due to different interactions with the environment.
This behavior suggests the presence of distinct segments within
the DODAB bilayer which could melt at different temperatures
[24]. Molecular dynamic simulations also show that the bilayer
exists in a “ripple” like arrangement where two  distinct domains
are present; the “zipped” domain where the long alkane chains of
the upper and lower monolayers are interdigitated with a thick-
ness of 2.4 nm and an “unzipped” domain where the monolayers
are separated by a distance with a thickness of 4.0 nm.  The individ-
ual DODAB molecule also has different domains. The carbon atoms
closest to the N head group (C1–C5) are less ordered compared to
the extended chain (C6–C17) [25].

The second idea is based on the nature of size-dependent prop-
erties of materials. It is proposed that the material is composed
of vesicles with walls composed of different number of bilayers.
Typical DODAB solutions contain vesicles with walls of 1-bilayer,
2-bilayers, or larger multilayers of DODAB as well as bilayer frag-
ments [20,26]. The distribution of thicknesses in the initial sample
solution depends on the synthesis method. We  suggest that our
solution contains a distribution of four different layer thicknesses
(1-layer to 4-layer) and are observed as the 4 different maxima
in the Cp data obtained at high heating rates. This size-dependent
melting phenomenon is well known for layered lamellar structures:
thin layers melt at lower temperatures compared to thick layers
[27,28].

Single-bilayer vesicles are the most common type of vesicles
and are expected to be the most stable. The size of the vesicles may
not be static, e.g. sonication can dramatically change the size dis-
tribution [26]. In our case individual vesicles may change in time
due to the phenomenon of “swelling”; liquid passing into the inte-
rior region through the DODAB membrane. Swelling inherently
increases membrane surface area and at the same time decreases
layer thickness. We  note that the reverse process (shrinking of vesi-
cles) has also been observed, e.g. water depleted (evaporation) from
the vesicle produces dry multilayer vesicles (empty) shells which
give rise to lamellar reflections in XRD studies [29].

The calorimetry scanning rate is important because it controls
the dynamics/kinetics of swelling. At low scan rates swelling of the

vesicle allows all of the metastable multilayered vesicles to trans-
form into the most stable single-bilayer vesicles. Therefore at low
scan rates we  observe only one melting point since all of the vesicles
will be 1-bilayer vesicles. However at high heating rates calorime-
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ry captures the system before appreciable swelling occurs and
hus four different melting temperatures are observed. As expected
o additional melting peaks are observed when scanning at even

aster rates since only four different sizes are present in the original
olution.

There are other examples of systems which also show multiple
iscrete size distributions in both gas clusters [30] as well as surface
lusters [31,32] of metals. Magic sizes are observed in metal [15] as
ell as layered silver thiolate systems [18,33] using nanocalorime-

ry [15], which is an analogous system to the one used in this study.

. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a capillary based calorimeter
ith 30 �L sample volume. The device also achieved the fastest
eating rate of 60 K/min reported for a liquid calorimeter. At
igh heating rates an anomalous presence of multiple peaks are
bserved for the DODAB phase transition. At low scan rates the
hase transition temperature and heat of fusion of DODAB, Rnase
, Lysozyme and Cytochrome P450 are consistent with reported
alues using Microcal VP-DSC.
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